
THE WELLBEING

REVERBRATION
SOUNDMAT

a new and innovative sound experiance!

„A giant singing bowl to lie on it !“
A new and innovative sound product.

Musicial experience gets transformed into sensible vibrations, 
which cause the body‘s water balance, 

ensuring comfort and relaxation.

To enjoy the world 
of vibrating sounds at the body !



V

The innovative wellbeing VIBRATION SOUND MAT 
transforms a musical experience into tangible vibrations. 
It is quickly and easily applicable in the private sector, 
in therapy applications, in wellness areas of hotels and 
health resorts - to feel good, meditate and relax. It offers 
numerous applications as a harmonious stand-alone offer, 
as a targeted sound supplement for sound massages 
with singing bowls and gongs, and as an „accompanying 
sound carpet“ during a therapeutic treatment that 
underlines the versatility of the vibration sound mat.

Since the gentle sound vibrations in the water balance of 
the body area spread, and thus provide relaxation in the 
body, a sound session on the sound mat is also ideally 
suited as a preparation for therapeutic measures. With the 
simple operation of the wellbeing VIBRATION SOUND 
MAT , there is also the often-desired option of enjoying 
a SOUND MASSAGE alone, without the assistance of 
another person.

About an external sound source, eg. CD player, stereo, 
PC, mobile phone (also via BlueTooth), the desired 
sounds in the supplied control unit are played. The built-
in, special structure-borne sound transmitters convert the 
music into tangible vibration. The vibrations of the sound 
mat can be enjoyed lying on the back, or on the stomach. 
Speech meditations with music are best enjoyed with a 
headphone connected to the external audio source. 

The surface of the sound mat consists of easy-care, 
washable synthetic leather. The sound mat can be rolled 
up and therefore easily transported in the transport bag 
offered as an accessory. For optimal use of the wellbeing 
VIBRATION SOUND MAT , Polygobe Music offers a rich 
music program: music with singing bowls & gongs, music 
for meditation or relaxation, guided language meditation 
on many topics.

exclusiv at:

The following mat models are available:

Model: WKM6
Wellness vibration sound 
mat with six sound trans-
mitters flexibly installed in 
the mat, and an external 
controller with amplifier.
The music is played via a 
supplied connection cable, 
from existing players, such 
as: CD player, stereo. Or 
via the BlueTooth connec-
tion of smart phone, tablet 
and PC. There is no vol-
tage in the mat itself.
L: 200 cm, W: 60 cm
Weight: approx. 5.50 kg

MODEL: WKM12
Wellness vibration sound 
mat with twelve sound 
transmitters flexibly in-
stalled in the mat, and 
an external control unit 
with amplifier. The music 
is played via a supplied 
connection cable, from 
existing players, such as: 
CD player, stereo. Or via 
the BlueTooth connection of 
smart phone, tablet and PC. 
There is no voltage in the 
mat itself.
L: 200 cm, W: 60 cm
Weight: 6.50 kg
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Cotton transportbag with belt  
for mobile use of the mat (accessoriy for WKM6 and WKM12).

Test the new wellbeing VIBRATION SOUND MAT and arrange a 
demonstration with us, we are happy to advise you!

SINGING BOWLS & GONGS
MUSIC FOR RELAXATION & MEDITATION

TO ENJOY THE WORLD
OF VIBRATING SOUNDS AT THE BODY !

POLYGLOBE MUSIC AUSTRIA
A-6063 Neu Rum / Innsbruck, Bundesstrasse 29/2,  Österreich

Tel: +43 (0)512 370077  Fax: +43 (0)512  370077-33
office@polyglobemusic.at   www.polyglobemusic.at   www.klangmassage.at


